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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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ñero compa
ARO COMPA Aro is Companion Apheresis and Compa is Companion Apócope or Compadre.  It is called colloquially
VESRE or VERSE to invest or mention syllables backwards from normal, common in the Argentine lunfardo and that
was popularized in Argentina and Uruguay by the tangueros.  The literary figure for the inversion of phonemes is called
Metastases (stuata by statue , chochamu by boy, croquette cocktail)

ñerocompa
AROCOMPA transpose of syllables of the word COMPAÑERO , typical of the Argentine lunfardo or Chilean coa. 

ñocla
ÑOCLA edible decapod crustacean of the North Sea, north Atlantic Ocean, Cantabrian Sea and Mediterranean.  It is
brownish red, with an oval carapace and black tweezer tips. ? In Chile : jaiva

ñoñeces
Plural OOCES of [W]gnos.  Oeñeria, infantilism, superficual thing, lesera.

o con acento
Copulative conjunction is accentuated or only to improve the identification of the letter occasionally confused with the
number 0 . An add-on method is to cross 0 with the / character.

o lo uno o lo otro
Or ONE OR OTHER phrase which is intended to indicate that one of the alternatives should be opted for.  Some
synonyms, similar words or expressions may be either this or that, this or that

obervación
OBSERVATION 1 .  Action and effect of OBSERV, look something with arrest, be attentive to something.  2 .  Do
scientific research on something: astronomers observe nebulae and galaxies with great detail.  3 .  Respect a day or a
norm or precept as part of the religious cult professed by a parishioner or believer.  4 .  Written note or comment on a
written or printed letter, for reading by third parties.  5 .  Report that the inspector or teacher makes about a student in
the school's class or behavior book.

obiol
OBIOL® drug from BIOL, Argentine Biological Institute, based on NISTATINA, an antifungal, which is used for the
reconstruction of the vaginal epithelium, degraded by a fungal infection.  2 .  surname. 

object trouvé
OBJECT TROUV Expression of French, which means object found .  The expression describes art made from
conventional everyday objects, such as a lavatory, a lamp or a balloon.  An example is The Source of Marcel Duchamp. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be ready made, object found, object art

objetivos
GOAL plural OBJECTIVES



objetualizar
OBJETUALIZE convert into object, detach from its human value

obligaciones
Plural OBLIGATION OBLIGATIONS Duty , Commitment

obligatorios
MANDATORY pl .  of OBLIGATORY , which must be fulfilled peremptorily

obreros
OBREROS plural DE OBREROS DE OBRERO .  See OBRERO .  Journeyman.  Manual worker who gets paid

obsecionó
OBSECION A spelling error by OBSESION, the third singular person of the indefinite preterite of the indicative mode of
the verb OBSESSED, to be disturbed by a fixed idea. 

observaciones
PLURAL OBSERVATIONS OF OBSERVATION .  See OBSERVATION .

observación fantasma
FANTASMA OBSERVATION see stolkeo , spying performed on social media against a person. 

observando
OBSERVING gerund of the verb OBSERVE, to look, to note, to see

observaron
OBSERVEON third plural person of the indefinite preterite verb observe .

obsesionarse
OBSESSED WITH possessing an idea and pursuing to fulfill it or obtain it at every event.  Have a fixed idea

obsérvense
OBSVENSE reflexive form of the verb OBSERVE imperative mode , second plural person .  Look, see, listen, notice

obstaculista
OBSTRUCTIONist that causes difficulties, obstructionist, which prevents (things) from moving forward

obstaculizábanse
THEY OBSTRUCTED THAT THEY RAN OVER EACH OTHER , PREVENTING PROGRESS

obstáculo natural
NATURAL OBSTACLE Solid element created by nature, and not by man, that serves as a protection to a natural



environment Forests are a natural obstacle against, desertification.  Reefs are a natural obstacle to tsunamis.

obstáculos naturales
NATURAL NATURAL OBSTACLES OF NATURAL OBSTACLE .  See NATURAL OBSTACLE .

obstinados
OBSTINATES , plural of OBSTINADO Said of a person or animal : that it is stubborn .  2 .  Own of the onsineed person :
It takes 20 years of stubborn work.

obstrucciones
OBSTRUCTIONS pl .  obstruction, blocking, impediment

obstrucción legislativa
LEGISLATIVE OBSTRUCTION resource used by the opposition, usually the far left, to a government in parliament to
block initiatives in order to cause the executive branch to fail and improve its own choice possibilities, in disarray of the
interests of citizens and the country. 

ocelotl
OCELOTL (for the third time) en Mexico:  nahuatl for jaguar 2. Azteca priest converted to christianity, processed by
Spanish Inquisition.

ochentañero
EIGHTY-YEAR-OLD who is over eighty and under ninety

ochentera
OCHENTERO Women's OCHENTERA

ochentero
OCHENTERO Who's already turned 80 but has less than 90

ochentosa
OCHENTOSA that has ochentone airs

ochentoso
OCHENTOSO that looks like an octogenarian, which looks over 80 years old. 

ociosear
OCIOSEAR hear, dedicate yourself to the farniente dolce, rest carelessly

octavas
OCTAVAS plural OCTAVE, eight degree interval between one note and another There are decreased octaves with 5
tones and a halftone and they have the same tonal length as a seventh major. 



odas
Oda.  Glorifying Poem of Something or Someone

odd
ODD Anglicism by strange, weird, eccentric.  In English it also has the odd meaning. 

odonto
ODONTO Greek prefix, tooth dentistry, dentistry, dentist, dentist

off gazing
OFF GAZING See GAZING OFF Look The Other Way .

off net
OFF NET anglicism to qualify a call made by a user from one provider to another user on a different network. 

off side
OFF SIDE anglicism derived from OFF , outside , off and SIDE , side , jado; which is on the outside side , ie , which is in
invalid position , OFFSIDE

off-broadway
OFF-BROADWAY circuit excluding that of Broadway for the performance of plays or shows, cheaper budgets and
rooms more modest than bradsay's. 

off-net
OFF-NET from the English 'off', off, out of , and 'net', network; off-grid (digital).   (Something) that is done offline similar
to OFF THE RECORD, off recording and OFFSHORE, off the coast, meaning costs before customs and other legal
concepts.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be without networks, without internet

off-road
OFF-ROAD Anglicism OUT OF THE WAY Refers to a vehicle or bicycle that is able to be used on steep or
difficult-to-traffic roads

offline
OFFLINE anglilicism composed of OFF, off, off and LINE, line, offline, operating without being connected to a network. 

offroad
OFFROAD Anglicism OUT OF THE WAY, OFF THE ROAD refers to steep roads, almost un delineated, difficult to drive.

ofrecer dinero
OFFER MONEY Expression that has a broad meaning, from the formal proposition of payment for a product or service,
or reward, to the offer of money for an unlawful act constituting corruption, such as a coima or bribery. 



ofuscalo
OFUSCALO spelling error by OFÚSCALO , pronominal form of the third person of the imperative of the verb OFUSCAR
, alter , air , anger

ogodei
OGODEI third son dd Gengis khan and second Great Khan of the Mongolian empire, after the death of his father. 

ogotai
OGOTAI See OGODEI

oguedey
OGUEDEY (1186-1241) third son of Genghis Khan and Borte, and second great khan of the Mongol Empire after the
death of his father. 

oidos
Plural ear OIDOS

ojiplática
OJIPLTIC metaphor with cymbal-shaped eyes.  Alluding to the astonishment being so great that his eyes have been left
as saucers, large and blank. 

ojitos pispiretos
OJITOS PISPIRETOS misspelling by OJITOS PIZPIRETOS; PIZPIRETA/E] is that cheerful woman, light of blood, more
vien flirtata than sensual.  In Chile and Argentina pispireta is erroneously spelled.  It refers to bright, cheerful expressive
eyes, which convey flirting. 

ojo al charque
EYE TO THE CHARQUE See CHARQUI warning of Put ( er ) attention to something (so that it is not stolen , in case the
operation of something fails, if someone is expected )

ojos
Eyes plural of EYE Organ of vision .

ojos de agua
WATER EYES 1 .  Mountain near the portillo ski center, on the west bank of the road that unites Chile with Argentina.  2
.  Tourism company in Aconcagua Valley, German Villa, Valparaiso, Chile 3.  Hollow dug in areas where there are water
nappies.  4 .  Novel by writer Domingo Villar . 

ojos fríos
COLD EYES In cosmetics and makeup: colors such as blue, green, teal and purple are cold.  The colors black and
brown are neutral, while colors such as red, orange or yellow are warm. 

ojos reventones u ojos saltones
EYES REVENTONES or EYES SALTONES Are the eyes of people with Graves' disease (hyperthyroidism).



okey
OKEY English word meaning agree .  There are several versions about the source.  The most plausible is that of
President Van Buren's presidential candidacy in 1840, which had the nickname Old Kinkerhood, for his birthplace.  Then
an advertisement was made with the acronym OK, relating them to the humorous character orl correct, derived from all
correct and abbreviated Ok, which is pronounced okey.  How are you? I'm ok was the ambiguous answer, which meant
or that I was by re-election or that it was fine.

okie
OKIE anglilicism derived from ok u okay, all right.  There are several versions of the origin of dste acronym .  The most
plausible are that it comes from oll korrect, an incorrect way to say everything right.  Another very valid is that during
president Martin van Buren's candidacy graffiti and scratched with OK were made by the nickname Old Kinderhook with
which they called him.  I am OK was I am by Old Kinderhook, or I am a supporter of OK.  From there it became I'm fine. 

okupada
OKUPADA which is taken by squatters, people who are installed in a property without the consent of their owners. 

oleadas
PLURAL OLEADAS OF OLEADA, successive sequences of waves one after the other

oleaje embravecido
OLEAGE EMBRAVECIDO That the waves have increased their size and intensity, they are braver, dangerous

oleoturismo
OLEOTURISM leisure trips around the oil countries of the Middle East, such as Dubai, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Egypt and eventually Lebanon, Syria and Israel. 

oler bien
OLER BIEN spanish for smell good. Figuratively, from a apecific matter: looking positive, attractive, honest

oligonucleótido antisentido
OLIGONUCLETIDO ANTISENTIDO chain between 13 and 25 nucleotides which has a base sequence that is
complementary with a segment of messenger ribonucleic acid.  It is artificially generated in laboratory for the treatment
of genetic diseases or the sstudio of a gene. 

oligopolización
OLIGOPOLIZATION conformation of oligopoly(s), small groups that dominate an area of the market, imposing its rules
and conditions of marketing. 

oligopólico
OLIGOPOLISTIC relative to or belonging to the oligopoly

ollita
OLLITA diminutive of POT, pot for cooking food. 



olor desagradable
UNPLEASANT SMELL feeling that is not pleasant to smell.  Nauseating smell.  Odor.

olsesion
OLSESION spelling error by OBSESSION , attitude porfiada and irrenuncuable by ( achieve ) something

olvidabamos
OLVIDABAMOS spelling error by OLVIDMOS , pronominal form of the first plural person of the indefinite preterite of the
verb OLVIDAR

ombliguismo
OMBLIGISMO Focus comunkcation more on one same than the others.  Target people and not the people who listen. 
Interest in speaking and not being heard.  Worry about what you're interested in saying and not what the auditorium
wants to hear.  Focus the message on who you are and not what you say.

ombliguista
OMBLIGISTA Person who practices ombligism.  Speaker or publicist who addresses himself more than his audience.

omeoprazol
OMEPRAZOL ( and not OMEOPRAZOL ) medicine intended to coat the walls of the stomach and intestines to reduce
the possibility of ulcers or perforations from the intake of other erosive medicinal products. 

omitir la ayuda
SKIP HELP Publicly unknown any help received.

omnicanalidad
OMNICANALITY concept of marketing strategy that focuses on the user or buyer, as opposed to the multichannel
strategy, which focuses on the different advertising means of promoting their products. 

omnividencia
OMNIVIDENCE capacity . see it all.

omología
HOMOLOGY (and non-onology) comes from Greek homo, equal, identical and logos study, treated or science. 
Homology is the science that studies similar structures that have a genetic determinant has a common origin.  For
example, the wings of birds and human arms.

omonimia
OMONIMIA spelling error by HOMONIMIA

on board
ON BOARD anglilicism by BORDO (from a ship or aernave ) 



on demand
ON DEMAND Anglilicism by ON DEMAND

on fire
ON FIRE anglicism textually INCENDIANDO ( SE ) .  figuratively, very hot, sexually earned

on-line
ON-LINE Anglicism by ONLINE, data processing by means of a processor connected to a telecommunications network,
as opposed to a STAND ALONE processing, without connection to any network. 

on-net
ON-NET anglicism meaning within the operator's network; in Chile: call that is made to another user of the same
operating company that provides the service.  When it is addressed to a user from another company it is called OFF
NET.  In Chile there is the company ON*NET FIBRA, which is dedicated to the commercialization of wholesale services
of open and neutral optical fiber. 

one life
ONE LIFE Anglilicism for A Life

one pedal feeling
ONE PEDAL FEELING anglilicism , an expression that means unique pedal feel produced by vehicles with ONE PEDAL
DRIVING.  BMW I3 and other AUDI models have an integrated brake and acceleration pedal so that the brake pedal is
not regularly needed, even for a full stop.  However, the brake still exists and is used for emergency situations. 

onestidade
ONESTIDADE of Portuguese honestidade Synonymous with the Spanish HONESTITY Honesty .  Quality of honest,
person worthy of all confidence

onirograma
ONIROGRAM list of dreams or goals that you want to fulfill in life.  Term initiated by José Luis More, known in Spain as
the magician More. 

open mind
OPEN MIND open mind, willing to listen, dialogue, accept ideas or proposals that are not necessarily to the liking of the
person who hears or sees. 

opening
OPENING anglilicism by OPENING .  initial session or event, for example, of a congress.  2 .  Opening, hole. 

operaciones
OPERATION PLURAL OPERATION 1 . Action and effect of operating (surgical intervention, operating a machine) 2 . 
Execution of something 3.  Trading 4 .  A set of mathematical rules that apply to a dataset, for other results

operación triunfo



OPERATION TRIUNFO original music program of Spain, which has been contracted in Chile, Mexico and Argentina. 

operador financiero
FINANCIAL OPERATOR person who is dedicated to carrying out operations of purchase and sale of assets in the stock
exchange or other financial institutions that have money tables. 

operador político
POLITICAL OPERATOR person hired by the government dedicated to carrying out commercial and, eventually, political
transactions for the personal benefit of his constituents and his own

opiniones
OPINIONS pl .  of OPINION how absurd it is to fill a dictionary with plurals.  It is not understanding how it is used and
uselessly recharging it with irrelevant information.  A burden that seriously alters the statistics of true contributions and
fills it with garbage.  It's my OPINION

opinológica
OPIINOLOGICAL f .  Concerning neologism OPINOLOGY used in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Spain and Peru to refer to
journalists, sociologists and other speakers who analyze the situation and influence public opinion.

opinólogo
OPINOLOGIST people, generally political than journalist, who is dedicated to analyzing and commenting on the
situation. 

opita
OPITA adherent to Club Deportivo Atlético Huila, Colombian first division team

opitas
OPITAS Fans of the Club Deportivo Atlético Huila de Colombia.  See OPITA

opoficialista
OPOFICIALISTA Neologism, which doubts it may be, to designate an opponent of officialism, i.e. an ANTIOFICIALISTA

oponerse también es alocarse
ODODING IS ALSO ALOCATED expression that raises that it is as bad to approve as rejecting

optogenética
OPTOGENETICs combination of optical methods (flashes of light from a laser or LED) and genetic to control specific
events in living tissue cells, without alteration of them by human intervention. 

opúseme
OPUS ME reflective form of the indefinite past tense of the verb OPPOSE, equivalent to 'me opuse'

oquedad también quiere decir senda



OURE Hole .  Hollow quality.  2 .  Space that in a solid body is empty, either by third party action or by natural process. 
O that in Latin is rare, hence the designation of gaps to homosexuals.  3 . Hollow thing : The socialist state tries to
promote this dryness that love and sex are the same thing.  4 .  Insubstantiation of what you say or write

oracion de la palabra estirar los tenis
STIRAR TENIS Lengthen or widen tennis shoes so that they do not tighten, mainly when they are new.

oracion para ajito
PRAYER FOR AJO's diminutive AJITO : John Joseph casts ajito on each hallaca. 

orador culto
CULTURED SPEAKER is no expression with special meaning.  Refer to SPEAKER, who gives a speech, and
WORSHIP, person with culture, with extensive humanistic knowledge

oranje
ORANJE spelling error by ORANGE, anglilicism by orange, color and fruit.  3 .  Dutch national football team. 

ordeal
ORDEAL or ORDEAL , test .

ordido
ORDIDO fabric obtained from the ordidor, ancient name for the loom, Catalan word for needle loom. 

ordoliberalismo
ORDOLIBERALISM current of economic thought that was born in Germany, in the decade of 1930-1940.  It defends the
social market economy. Ordoliberalism is a current of economic thought that is directly related to the Freiburg school. 
This current of thought does not advocate the intervention of the State, but it does bet on a minimum intervention that
regulates situations of market failure, as well as other situations such as monopolies, among other phenomena. 

ordoliberalista
ORDOLIBERALISTA person who defends the social market economy, among other things, that make up the line of
economic thought called ORDOLIBERALISMO

ordopenaban
ORDOPENABAN imperfect preterite of the verb ORDOPENAR , of the glyph created by Joseph Ducreux : Encirg your
noemas to ordon the spromes until the troc appealed in niolamas of argutenides is grimed. 

orero
ORERO, a Persona who seeks gold in the rivers by hand

orga
ORGA is an enemy character of Godzilla, who appeared in the film Godzilla 2000: Millennium, in 1999



organizacional
ORGANIZATION Relative or belonging to the organization .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the
decision is organizational type the rule is for everyone

organo subsidiario
SUBSIDIARY ORGAN spelling error by SUBSIDIARY BODY

organoide
ORGANOIDE that looks like an organ but does not reach 2 in cell biology : different structures contained in the
cytoplasm of cells, mainly eukaryotes, which have a certain shape.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be organelles? Organelles? Organelles

orichá
ORICHA in Cuba and Venezuela : God of the Yoruba religion, predominant in Nigeria, Cuba and Venezuela.  Although
some consider it an African religion of monotheistic character, because there is a Supreme Being, Olodumare, I actually
consider it polytheist, because, as in the Greek-Roman mythology, it has 401 orgys that help the believer in the various
circumstances of life.  Faced with the need to respect his gods secretly, SINCRETISMO was born, where the celebration
of a Christian saint was synchronized with that of one Yoruba, and thus, for example, the day of St Paul was syncretified
to Oggun and venerated that day under that mantle. 

origen apellido henriquez
ORIGIN LAST HENRIQUEZ Comes from the name Henry and is of Sephardic Jewish origin.  The Jews were sold the
surname and it was customary to designate it with his father's name.  Originally they came from northern Spain.  It is
sometimes also written Enriquez, being of the same origin.  It also spread throughout Portugal, where its first king was
Alfonso Henriques, because in Portuguese the final z becomes s.

origen estirpe
ORIGIN ESTIRPE synonymous with a term as ancestry, which generate an error because it has not been separated by
a comma . 

origen indeterminado
INDETERMINATE ORIGIN WHOSE ORIGIN IS UNKNOWN

origin
ORIGIN English word equivalent to ORIGIN in Spanish

originado
ORIGINATED past participle of the verb ORIGINAR , produce , cause , provoke , generate

originador
ORIGINATOR that creates , that produces , that gives beginning or origin (to something) 

orinadero
ORINADERO Place to urinate, pee .



orizona
ORIZONA Municipality of the state of Goiás, in Brazil, east of Vianópolis and north of Pires do Rio. 

orígenes
PLURAL ORIGINS of origin Where it initially comes from

orlas blancas
WHITE ORLAS plural of WHITE ORLA of Latin orula, diminutive of ora, edge, edge of cloths, fabrics, dresses,
tablecloths with some kind of ornament.  2 .  External box or frame that carries the collection of photographs of each
graduate of a promotion.  3 .  The complete sheet mentioned above.  White is the albo color. 

oro en paño
GOLD IN DUPS Relative to an object or memory .  It is kept with immense appreciation and care, considered the
affection and courage assigned to it.

orobal
OROBAL withania aristata medicinal plant native to the Canary Islands, except in Fuerteventura and Lanzarote. 
Solanacea that has about 10 species. 

orquidario
ORQUIDARIO orchid cultivation; botanical garden or area of it where orchids are grown. 

orquidarium
ORQUIDARIUM see ORQUIDARIO , where orchids are grown and exposed.  Orchid Botanical Garden

orquídeas
ORQUIDEAS plural de ORQUIDEA

orrible
ORRIBLE It could not be more horrible to write the word HORRIBLE without axe.  Horrible comes from horror.  There
should be a firing wall to shoot those who shoot the language in this horrific or horrendous way.

ortiba
ORTIBA In Argentina : DERIVED from ortho ( CULO ) Word of the lunfardo to refer to someone who is delator, snitch,
whistleblower, who puts himself at the service of the most powerful to leave the discovered something that one less
powerful tries to hide.  Also use as ORTIVA.

ortiba
ORTIBA In Argentina : DERIVED from ortho ( CULO ) Word of the lunfardo to refer to someone who is delator, snitch,
whistleblower, who puts himself at the service of the most powerful to leave the discovered something that one less
powerful tries to hide.  Also use as ORTIVA.

ortodérmico
ORTHODERMIC of 'ortho', straight, straight and 'dermal', relative to the organ of the skin. ; that corrects skin defects. 



ortodrmica
Orthodrmica soam

ortomolecular
ORTOMOLECULAR relating to nutritional balance .  Orthomolecular medicine and orthomolecular nutrition are spoken
of, although it is not a term typical of traditional medicine. 

ortomolecular
ORTOMOLECULAR relating to nutritional balance .  Orthomolecular medicine and orthomolecular nutrition are spoken
of, although it is not a term typical of traditional medicine. 

ortoprotésica
ORTOPROSIC Women's ORTHOPROSICSICS

ortoprotésico
ORTHOPROSIC related to orthoprosthesis, an external element that replaces the lack of a limb or part thereto. 

orwelliana
ORWELLIANA relating to or belonging to Orson Welles, actor, director and film producer.  One of the great classics of
cinema is his production Citizen Kane, in which a journalist becomes obsessed with discovering the riddle of Charles
Foster Kane's last word : Rosebud (rose cocoon) 

orwelliano
ORWELLIANO relating to or belonging to the writer, film producer, actor George Orwell, pseudonym of Eric Arthur Blair
(1903-1950).  Author of "1984", written in 1948. 

orxeta
ORXETA Orcheta in Valencian.  City Council or municipality of the Valencian Community, in Alicante, Spain.  Small
town of less than 1000 inhabitants.  It has no definite meaning in itself. 

oscarizar
OSCARIZAR neologism to designate the action of awarding the first Oscar award to an artist, producer, director,
composer or film efectista. 

oscilobatiente
OSCILOBATIENTE that has two possibilities of axis of rotation for its opening: one in vertical and one in horizontal.  It is
used for folding windows On its horizontal axis the window pivots and rises to a variable angle of about 30 to 45° .   In its
vertical axis the window can be opened completely reaching, normally, an opening of 180º, which is when it meets the
mocheta or the jamb. 

oscio
OSCIO spelling error by OCIO

oscurecedor



OSCURECEDOR That darkens, it causes darkness.

oscurecio
OSCURECIO ORTHOGRAPHIC ERROR BY OSCURECATE indefinite preterite third person of the intransitive verb
obscure .

osleidys
OSLEIDYS female proper name that has no meaning.  Probably derived from lady (pronounced leidy) who in English is
lady or milady which is how subjects or servants called the ladies of alcurnia, in particular the wife of a lord. 

oso congo
CONGO COMPANY Translation in Spanish of CONGO MONKEY a teddy bear that sells Amazon online and that has
been in high demand, having to announce suspension of sales in times of pandemic for delays in the offices.

osos maduros
Bears are older people who have abundant hair on the body and who like gay sex.

ostentemo
OSTENTEMO spelling error by OSTENTEMOS plural first-person verval form of the imperative mode of the verb
OSTENTAR

osteología
OSTEOLOGY Branch of anatomy that is devoted to the study of the bone system, in particular its shape and structure. 

ostetando
OSTETANDO spelling error by OSTENTANDO , gerundio of the verb OSTENTAR , flaunt possessing something
valuable

otoño-invierno
AUTUMN-WINTER season of 6 continuous months comprising the seasons dd autumn and winter.  Widely used term to
advertise appropriate fashion and costumes and .  that can be used during those months. 

otqk
OTQK of the Japanese OTAKU person obsessive about any subject.  Applies to fans of anime and manga

otro nombre que conoscamos por caballar
HORSE see EQUINE HORSE, equestrian, horse, equestrian

ottitis
OTTITIS , Does not exist, the term is otitis .  See OTITIS/E]

oumuamua
OUMUAMUA EXPLORER from the Hawaiian 'ou meaning 'to reach to', and 'mua', reduplicated to give it emphasis first,



'in front of', and reflects the way the object is like an explorer or messenger sent from the distant past to reach humanity.
 Roughly it means 'first distant messenger'.  The first character is a Hawaiian okina, not an apostrophe, and is
pronounced as a glottal stop; the Pan-STARRS team chose it in consultation with the University of Hawaii. 
OUMUAMUA is the first object from outside our solar system that comes to visit us in 2017 and that, initially, was
thought to be the product of extrasolar intelligence due to the fact of not having a coma, but later it was discarded.  It is
reddish in color as are objects outside the solar system and is between 35 and 167 meters.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be 1i , 1i/2017 u1 , 1i/?oumuamua , 1i/2017 u1 40 , ?oumuamua 41 , the

outdoor
OUTDOOR Anglicism by OUTDOORS

outing
OUTING anglilicism derived from to go out, exit; go hiking

outlook
OUTLOOK 1 .  English word meaning look.  2 .  Email service provided by Microsoft, which instover at the user's will the
emails contracted in hotmail

overhall
OVERHAUL (and not OVERHALL) Is the maximum technical maintenance of an aircraft, and in particular the engines,
programmed from its commissioning.

oversize
OVERSIZE anglilicism by OVERMEDIDA

oversized
OVERSIZED English over, above, over and size, size, size, i.e. oversized, of an exaggerated size.

ovfae
OVFAE is an acronym for the Ecuadorian Air Force Flight Operations System

oviflexivegavegecarnitariano
OVIFLEXIVEGAVEGECARNITARIANO somewhat ridiculous expression that leads the language to become a laughing
stock and not a tool to communicate as best as possible.  A 27-letter word is abnormally long, difficult to remember and
complex to use and understand in a conversation.  Supposedly refers to OVI, which eats FLEXIVEGA eggs which is
flexible with vegetables, VEGECARNITARIANA that eats vegetables and meat.  Therefore, a common and wild
omnivorous, except, perhaps, by dairy. 

ovniólogo
UFOLOLOG Expert person in UFOLOGY, i.e. in Unidentified Flying Obetos.

ovodonación
Neologism OVODONATION by DONATION OF EGGS with the aim of spawning and gesting a baby by means of
ASSISTED REPRODUCTION



ovolacteo ovolactea
OVOLACTEO OVOLACTEA error of generation of input to an interactive dictionary, because nobody enters the
masculine and feminine form simultaneously.  An aberration.  And as if that were not enough, a spelling error is added. 
See OVOLÁCTEO

ovolácteo
OVOLÁCTEO consisting of eggs and dairy products or milk derivatives. 

oxalide
OXALIDE Plant better known as oca or vinegar .  There are about 1800 species, but only 600 have been recognized.
The vast majority are annoying, but a triangular oxalis is especially beautiful for its petals as triangles, so they call it the
butterfly plant.

oxidativa
OXIDATIVE f .  of OXIDATIVE, which produces oxidation

oxipusio
OXIPUSIO This term does not exist with this spelling.  See OCCIPUCIO

ozare
OZARE 1 . spelling error by HOZARE, verbal form, first and third person of the conditional of the verb HOZAR, remove
the earth with the snout.  2 .  Spelling error by OSARE, verbal form, first and third person of the conditional of the verb
OSAR, dare, have the boldness or daring. 

óme
Men's Apheresis and Syncopation.  In Colombia : It is a mul chip used by the antioqueños or paisas : .

ópale
ÓPALE spelling error by OPAL, mineraloid and precious stone, also the color of this.  O error por épale! exclamation of
surprise and rejection for some previous action. 

órgano aéreo
AIR ORGAN Said of a plant or other vegetable : Organ that is exposed to air .  In some plants the roots stand out from
the soil and become aerial organs.  Said of an animal: the lungs or other organ that conducts or processes air.

órgano de campanas
ORGAN OF BELLS ionophone percussion instrument.  They are a set of bells arranged on a musical scale that are
struck with a hammer, either by hand as the xylophone, or through a keyboard, as on the piano.  The manual version
dates from the eleventh century and that of hammers operated from a keyboard dates from 1487 in Flanders.  In this
modality organs of up to 80 bells were built. 

órgano subsidiario
SUBSIDIARY BODY body or body which replaces or contributes to the main part if necessary. 



óxido de calcio
CALCIUM OXIDE scientific name of CAL or CAL VIVA .  Lime oxide is obtained from the calcination of dolomites or
limestone rocks.  It has multiple industrial and agricultural uses, as it softens soils, facilitates irrigation, and provides
calcium to plants.  It's disinfectant. 

pa ónde
For vulgarism for WHERE

pablista
PABLISTA follower of St Paul, or related to him. 

pacé
PAC Small French population of about 12000 inhabitants ( 2020 ) located in Rennes, in the Brittany region.

paciente crítico
PATIENT CRITICAL patient who is at vital risk, with possibilities or certainty of loss of life in the next hours or days. 

paciente ctítico
PATIENT TYTIC Spelling Error by CRITICAL PATIENT

pacifismo-antimilitarismo
PACIFISM-ANTIMILITARISM composite expression that integrates two very interrelated and complementary concepts. 
Pacifism is the policy or doctrine for peace and of spreading controversies through peaceful means.  Amtimilitarism is
doctrine or politics against arms and the search for peaceful alternatives such as treaties, a meeting point and a
coincidence with pacifism. The character / creates reading and addressing problems to this application which is why I
replaced it with the script. 

packer
PACKER anglilicism that comes from pack, package; penis and artificial testicles for trans boys.  It doesn't serve to have
sex, but it's just a prosthesis. 

pacotilla
PACOTILLA comes from PACO, the amount of fabric that the crew could formerly upload to the ship.  This was work
clothes and generally of poor quality.  The indigenous people of the Azuay region in Bullcay and Bhulzún, both in the
canton of Gualaceo, have been producing for centuries the cloths of Gualaceo or Macana de Gualaceo.  These are
manufactured in 3 versions: the macana campo blanco, peruvian imitation, the finest, the macana campo oscuro and a
third, made by the poorest indigenous, the pacotilla.  For these reasons the term is synonymous with poor quality.  Its
use resulted in calling something bad or useless or someone who does things to the lot, carelessly: the masters of
pacotilla leave everything halfway or badly finished. 

pacto de no agresión
NON-AGGRESSION PACT I try between two or more parties not to attack each other

pacto de vasallaje
VASALLAJE PACTO agree to grant fidelity by a nobleman or clergyman to feudal authority. 



paddle surf
PADDLE SURF anglicism by surfboard, table with seat keel and double paddle paddle for surfing

padle surf
PADLE SURF spelling mistake by PADDLE SURF, surfboard, surfboard

pado
PADO in Uruguay: Uruguayan police's High Operational Dedication Program

padre helicóptero
FATHER HELICOPTER allegory to express the condition that parents are permanently monitoring all the action of their
children, are on top of everything, overprotecting and reducing their freedom of action.  This overly controlling style
causes psychological problems in children.  

padres helicóptero
PARENTS HELICOPTER PL .  of PADRE HELICOPTER

paga extra
EXTRA PAY extra money in addition to normal salary for prizes or bonuses

pagar el piso
PAY THE FLAT in Chile : pay the entire nearby group of the office an invitation to celebrate the first paycheck in the
company. 

pagar los platos rotos
PAYING THE BROKEN DISHES expression that means to suffer the consequences (of a damage caused by third
parties) : my secretary insulted her and I will have to pay for the broken dishes

pagar los vidrios rotos
PAY FOR BROKEN GLASS to bear the costs of repair or recovery

pago al instante
PAYMENT instantly, corresponds to the payment at the same time that you buy a good or service, presumably to cash,
versus an option of direct credit granted by the supplier.  While paying with credit or debit cards is considered at the
moment, the supplier will receive the money a few days later that formalize the bank transaction.

pago de aproximación
PAYMENT FOR APPROXIMATION Payment method by mobile phone or card with NFC technology, which reduces
physical contact and has been expanding rapidly thanks to the conditions imposed by the coronavirus pandemic. 
Payment readers have a distinctive logo consisting of decreasing concentric circumference arches in size.  The Rio de
Janeiro and Santiago metro can be paid with this technology. 

paguilla
PAGUILLA in Spain : extra pay received by pensioners (or other similar group) on their monthly payments in an



extraordinary way. 

pahua
PAHUA Persian Schiedeana is a wild tree native to Mexico to Panama of the same genus as avocado, which occurs in
heights from 1400 to 1900 meters above sea level.  In Mexico they call him chinin in Tabasco and chinini in Veracruz,
and chinitas in San Pedro, Guatemala. 

pahuta
PAHUTA spelling error by PAHUA, tree of the same genus of avocado or avocado. 

pailetas
PAILETAS plural of PAILETA , small paila as if to fry an egg

paillete
French PAILLETE, glitter, sequin, glitter

paisa sin decir ome
( PAISA )  WITHOUT SAY OME PAISA is the country jargon spoken in the Colombian regions of Antioquia, Caldas,
Risaralda, Quindío, northwest of Tolima and Norte del Valle del Cauca.  WITHOUT SAYING is silence, OME is a mulille
similar to parcero, fren, friend , brother, bro, man

países
Plural COUNTRIES of Country Spelling Countries .

paja de burro
BURRO PAJA In Colombia Toxic plant that sickens and kills livestock.  It grows in the upper or lower tropics of
Colombia.

paja de burro o rabo de zorro
BURRO BUTTON or ZORRO RABO See [BURRO'S BUTTON OR ZORRO RABO Toxic plant that sickes livestock

paja mental
MIND PAJA Parodying to "make a straw", masturbating, is a figurative way of saying that something is pulled from the
wicks, mental masturbation, unrealizable, an awake dream.

pajaros
PAJAROS Spelling Error by BIRD]S .

pajísima
WOMEN's PAJÍSIMO, urban language by great, extraordinary, bacan, chorísimo

pajota
PAJOTA una gran paja, aumentative for marturbation, big masturbation. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions



can be tocarse, touching

pal corpus
PAL CORPUS In Mexico: contraction of "for the Corpus" for the celebration of Corpus Christi

palabrotas
PALABROTA plural PALABROTAS[/] Grocery , doodle .

palam de coco
COCO PALAM typing error by COCO PALM

palenques
PALENQUES plural paleNQUE in Argentina and Uruguay smooth post that is used to tie animals .  2 .  Wooden fence or
stakes to close a terrain where an event or other purpose will be held.  In Cuba, a place of refuge for escaped slaves. 

paleohistoria
PALEOHISTORIA History that encompasses the PALEOLITHIC period, that is, the oldest period of prehistory, where
man built weapons and tools by carving the stone, preying and leaving the first traces, artistic. 

paleomongoloide
PALEOMONGOLOIDE figuratively a caveman, a person who behaves or seems intellectually speaking, to a being of the
Paleolithic era, of diminished intellectual capacity, such as those suffering from Mongolism, a trisomy that affects
cognitive abilities.

paletizado
PALETIZED packed in pallets, wooden boards that serve as the basis for taking it with the crane or forklift. 

paletuda
PALETUDA person who has incisor teeth larger than normal size.  It derives from the assignment of palette to the upper
central teeth. 

palidecio
PALIDECIO spelling error by PALIDETION predefined preterite of the verb PALIDECER, third singular person. 

palir
PALIR Not to mention that it could be a spelling mistake by PALIAR which is to reduce the effect (of something), PALIR
derives from PALI Indian dialect in which it is written the oldest Buddhist traditions and that today is used as a liturgical
language (as before Latin in the Catholic Church) in Sri Lanka, Indochina, Thailand and Nepal.  Palir, then is making use
of the pali, or converting texts to pali dialect.

palma areca
PALMA ARECA Areca, areca palm.  Group of more than 50 types of palm trees endemic from Malaysia to the Salomon
Islands, but they have expanded through all regions of warm climates.



palma de seje
PALMA DE SEJE Oenucarpus Bataua from Greek oinos, wine and carpos, fruit.  Palm of the most common, from which
is extracted an oil called Ungurahua that is used as a hair regenerator.  Also a very nutritious oil for human consumption.
 In Colombia : Material with which handicrafts are made in the municipality of Ayapel : baskets, mouth covers, trays,
furniture and lots of craftsmanship.

palma fósil
PALM FOSSIL PALM that has undergone through the centuries a process of petrification

palmanaidí
PALMANAIDÍ typing error by NAIDÍ PALM , NAIDÍ , MANACA PALM , ASAÍ

palmas fósiles
FOSSIL PALMS pl .  of PALMA FÓSIL

palmera amarilla
YELLOW PALMERA crysalidocarpus lutescens palm areca[/E[ . 

palmera areca
PALMERA ARECA see ARECA

palmera bambú
PALMERA BAMBÚ dypsis lutescens see PALMERA ARECA or ARECA

palmera china de abanico
PALMERA CHINA DE ABANICO livistona chinensis is a small palm tree highly appreciated in gardening for its
adaptability and resistance. 

palmera de frutos de oro
GOLDEN FRUIT PALM Dypsis lutescens tropical species of palm tree native to Madagascar and, due to its small size,
is widely used as an ornamental plant.  It normally measures from 1. 5 to 3 meters, but can reach up to 6 groupers

palo de fósforo
THIN, thin PHOSPHORUS STICK

palo de gandules
GANDULES PALO , shrub legume of trifoliolate alternating leaves, similar to pea .   .

palo fósforo
PALO PHOSPHORus syntactic error by PALO DE PHOSPHOR .  Bad translation of English MATCH STICK

palometas
PALOMETAS pl .  of PALOMETA , two-sided poster in the form of a pyramid, inclined at an angle of about 30 to 45°



palomitas de maíz
CORN PALOMITES Roasted Corn Grains

palomitero
PALOMITERO machine to make goats, popcorn, popote, popcorn

paltearse
PALTEARSE reflexive form of the verb PALTEAR In PERU , worry about something.  Being confused, not
understanding something.  To be palteado is to be very worried.  In Chile rub shoulders with aristocratic people, of
conspicuous surnames : I am beating myself with a mine in the upper neighborhood.  Walking palteado is very elegant.

pam frances
pam frances See FRENCH PAN

pambele
PAMBEL (and not pambele) In Colombia is the surname of Kid Pambelé, two-time world boxing champion in the junior
welter category.  He held the title of champion for 8 years and after 125 fights.

pampas
PAMPAS plural de PAMPA

pampelmusa
PAMPELMUSA citrus fruit that is confused with grapefruit.  Sometimes it looks like a pear, only more spherical.  It has
vitamin A , B1 , B2 , B3 , B6 and C .  It has many health benefits, such as reducing blood sugar, improving brain activity,
lowering cholesterol, improving the autoimmune system. 

pan falso
PAN FALSE products that simulate bread and that have no flour or that have no gluten or carbohydrates. 

panacota
PANACOTA Italianism derived from panna cotta, which means cream or cooked cream, is part of the Italian pastry, a
typical piedmont dessert, made from cream, sugar and gelling, and which is usually decorated with red fruit jams.  It is
white, and looks like flan, but its flavor is more dairyy and has a texture closer to that of gelatin than to that of flan

panadero de oyamel
OYAMEL PANADERO see HONGO HONGORADO

panayo
Masculine name, meaning "all saint", derived from Maria's nickname Panagia.

pancastellanista
PANCASTELLANISTA which is in favor of PANCASTELLANISMO, or expansion and dissemination of Castilian
language and culture



pancatalanista
PANCATALINISTA of the Greek PAN, todality that is in favor of all Catalans. 

panchama
PANCHAMA [For the third time I define this term in a month].  In Bolivia : Contraction of PAN CHAMA; bread made from
whole wheat flour (called chamillo) and white wheat flour.  Bread was a Swiss invention of 8000 years ago and was
made with whole wheat flour, because white flour (refined) only exists since the nineteenth century, There are typical
Bolivian recipes of chama bread originating from the municipality of Vallegrande, in Santa Cruz. 

pancita azul
PANCITA AZUL dish of Mexican cuisine based on the fungus of that name, Boletus appendiculatus/C], because when
cut it turns blue.  It measures up to 20 cm.  He has a reddish yellow hat of 5 to 12 cm.   and a cylindrical foot of 4 to 8 cm
brown.  It smells of hazelnut and has a sweet taste.  Its flesh is yellowish with pink dyes before cutting it. 

pandicornias
PANDICORNIAS plural of pandicornia It is an invention derived from the unicorn, mythological figure with a conical horn
on the forehead.  Pandicornia is a pandy with a horn, called the pandicornia, who lived in Pandicorniolandia, kingdom of
pandicornias.

pandillar
Pandillezco PANDILLAR, relative to gangs

panecito
PANECITO Diminutive bread .  Panchito.  Small bread.  .

panel de tendencias
TRENDS PANEL free translation from English MOODBOARD, mood board.  It consists of a collage where images,
ideas and even objects related to any topic that you want to address and on which a campaign, a project, a product, or
whatever must be developed indiscriminately. 

panenka
PANENKA penalty goal that is done by gently tapping down so that the ball makes a balloon and enters through the
center of the arc.  The first to execute him was Antonin Panenka in the criminal definition of the 1976 Euro final against
Germany.  They were 4-3 and that fifth gave Czechoslovakia the win. 

pangareté
PANAGARETÉ in Argentina: error by PANGARÉ in cavalry: it has the color of the deer, yellowish or faded, especially in
the lower sections of the body.  Horse with white snout and bread-colored body.  Garé is color in Guarani. 

pangua
PANGUA is a toponymic .  1 .  The canton exists in the province of Cotopaxi, in the center of Ecuador, since 1939.  2 . 
At the extreme north of Spain: in the province of Burgos, autonomous community of Castile and León, region of Ebro. 

pangua u
PANGUA U pangua is a toponymic .  1 .  The canton exists in the province of Cotopaxi, in the center of Ecuador, since



1939.  2 .  At the extreme north of Spain: in the province of Burgos, autonomous community of Castile and León, region
of Ebro. 

panhispanismo
PANHISPANISMO of Latin bread, everything, general and Hispanicism, study of the Spanish language and culture or,
also the set of cultural attributes that are common to Spanish-speaking peoples.  Panhispanismo refers to the doctrine of
globalization of culture and the Spanish language, as well as the integration of Spanish-speaking peoples, basically
through the unification of cultural attributes.

paniquiarse
PANIQUIARSE Panic, panic too much, to the point of oerder control of himself.

panisetum
PANISETUM from Latin penna, pen and seta, sow pennisetum plant called, in fact, PENISETUM.  It is a grass of the
poaceae family, which grows in temperate areas.  It's like a very dangerous weed for the balance of ecosystems. 

panna cotta
PANNA COTTA Italianism by cooked cream , Italian dessert made of curdled cream with gelatin

panochero
PANOCHERO cocky, rude, over-the-left, phony, arrogant, disrespectful

panochon
PANNO (and non-panochon ) In Mexico and Costa Rica : augmentative PANOCHO or in Chile PANOCHA .  The vulva,
vagina, shell, cuca, cave.  Raja. In Mexico Gossip : Juana , don't be panochona.  Stop gossiping.

panochudo
PANOCHUDO in Mexico: Man who is just as joto as a woman.  Cowardly, amariconado, effeminate

panot
PANOT french panneau, tile, tile.  Name given to the traditional tiles of the city of Barcelona, made of cement that bear a
symmetrical drawing of four petals in the 4 corners of the central circle and which is called, for the same reason, panot
of flower or rose of Barcelona or flower of Barcelona.  There are, of course, countless panot designs. 

panperonista
PANPERONISTA in Argentina: who supports an attempt to join forces around a fairer and more inclusive social model
based on the Peronism of Juan Domingo Perón and Eva Duarte, and integrate them against the neoliberalist doctrine of
Mauricio Macri. 

panquequismo
PANQUEQUISMO in Argentina : colloquially term to represent the attitude of the Argentine government, which one day
says one thing, and the next says the opposite.  Allegory to the preparation of pancakes, which are prepared by
repeatedly turning them back and forth. 



pantagruelesco
PANTAGRUELESCO , pantagruelic mode .  Pantagruelico, very voracious, comes from a literary character, a giant
comilón of the five novels of Francois Rabelais, one of the greats of French literature, called Gargantúa and Pantagruel
(father and son)

pantalla grande
BIG SCREEN As opposed to the small screen, the TV, the big screen is the cinema. 

pantalón ancho
WIDE PANTS jeans or traditional pants that are not tight to the legs.  In women a loose cut is used until very wide but
straight.  On the other hand, in men it is more Argentine gaucho type, bulged and adjusted to the height of the ankles. 

pantitlanear
PANTITLANEAR Pantitlan is an important station of Mexico City part of line 1, line 5, line 9 and line A.  Pantitlanear is
walking around Pantitlán (Mexico, D. F.  ) His antagonistic is POLANQUEAR , which is to do the same but in the
Polanco sector (Mexico, D. F.  )  .

pantone
PANTONE (MR) is a company responsible for providing color codes and their pigment composition for the different
substrates used in trade, graphic industry, advertising, metal-mechanical industries, paint and dye manufacturers, etc. 
The encodings are presented on cardboard strips grouped in PANTONERA]s and also digitally. 2 .  A specific code of
the pantonera : I need the blue pantone, please.

pantonera
PANTONERA Color Palette printed with all colors .  There is a palette for each industry.  For example, for
manufacturers, paints and guild, for paper sellers and the guild of printers, for the metal-mechanical industries and so
on.  Depending on the presses you can print in CMYK process, cyan, Magenta, Yellow or Yellow, and Black or Black, 4
passes, only once if you have 4 towers or 4 passes if you have only one.  If it is a two-tone press will require 2 passes. 
This is how all the necessary combinations are produced.  When printing in monochrome the prossist must prepare the
colors according to the PANTONERA and go making a pass by color order .  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be color palette

pantones
PANTONS See PANTON and PANTONERA

pantoprazol
PANTOPRAZOLE A drug used to treat short-term erosions and lesions in the gastrointestinal tract due to the reflux of
food in the process of digestion

panzota
PANZOTA Bulging and over-protruding belly

pañegingio
PA-GINGIO apparently spelling error by PANEGLYRIC, speech of praise of a person, in particular of a saint.



papa criolla
PAPA CRIOLLASolanum phureja flowering plant of the solanaceae family, cultivated in the mountainous valleys of
South America.  .  It is widely consumed in the Andean countries.  It is a herbaceous and tuberous plant, cultivated and
diploid of potato.  It differs from the other species of cultivated potatoes in that it does not have dormition/E] of the tubers
(resting period, after forming, before sprouting).  This property allows them to be replanted immediately in those areas of
benign climates where continuous cultivation throughout the year is possible. 

papa de aire
AIR PAPA see AIR PAPA

papa del aire
PAPA DEL AIRE sechium edule cucurbitácea grown as a vegetable for its nutritional value, since its stem, root, fruit and
tender leaves can be used in soups, croquettes, salads, tortillas and others.  Contains fiber and vitamin C . 

papacito
PAPACITO spanish diminutive for father. Daddy Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be papito, daddy

papago
PAPAGO error by PÁPAGO language and indigenous community inhabiting southwestern North America, between the
United States and Mexico.   . The Papagos call themselves tohono o'otham in their language, which means "people of
the desert".  Today the papagos inhabit desert areas of Sonora and Arizona, specifically in the municipalities of
Caborca, Puerto Peñasco, Sáric, Altar and Plutarco Elías Calles, but the vast majority is found in the desert and state of
Arizona, in the United States. 

papais
PAPAIS second person of the present indicative of the verb PAPAR, eat some soft food without chewing.  2 . 
Understand : That doesn't potato anything 3.  Colloquially it's used to draw someone's attention to one thing I didn't
repair: Stop that one, buddy. You deserved it. 

papaína
PAPAIN hydrolysis enzyme obtained from the immature fruit Carica papaya .  The papaya enzyme, papain, plays a
major role in participating in the breakdown of strong protein fibers in the digestion, particularly, of meat

papañame
PAPAME potato yme

papapa
pa pa canción de Los Prisioneros , one of the best Spanish-based musical bands of the 80s and 90s.  Song of The
Alpha.

paparazzear
PAPARAZZEAR act as paparazzi, Italian, plural paparazzo, physicist, meddling and unscrupulous, to take photographs
without permission and clandestinely in order to sell them to the media. 

papá de aire



AIR DAD spelling error by PAPA DEL AIRE , chayote

papá helicóptero
DAD HELICOPTER see FATHER HELICOPTER

papel crespon
CRESPON PAPER (and not crespon paper) It is a thin, grainy and wrinkled textured paper, flat and opaque colors, used
to make crafts, such as paper flowers.  It is popularly known as crepe paper.

papel del japón
ROLE OF JAPANThe washi ( ??? )  , wagami, Japanese paper, Japanese paper or japanese paper is a type of very fine
paper made in Japan, being used as raw material plants of the local flora, such as Broussonetia papyrifera, Edgeworthia
papyrifera, Diplomorpha sikokiana, Euonymus sieboldianus, as well as bamboo, hemp, rice and wheat.  The best known
fibers are Gozo, Gampi and Mitsumata. 

papel pinocho
pine paper Corrugated paper pastel colors to make origami, decorative flowers and other crafts, See crepe paper and
crepe paper

papeles
PLURAL PAPER PAPERS 1 .  Leaf derived from the processing of cellulose pulp, its bleaching and subsequent
lamination.  2 .  A role assigned to an actor or actress in a play or movie.

papelito
PAPELITO powdered dose that is trafficked by micro-traffickers and that corresponds to one gram of cocaine
hydrochloride

papelitos
PAPELITOS pl .  of paper; papelillos, doses of cocaine

paper
PAPER of English, textually paper, but in the scientific and academic environment is equivalent to a document related to
some research that is presented and published in the specialized media.

paper bag
PAPER BAG paper bag

papinflam
PAPINFLAM drug prescribed mainly in cases of post-surgical inflammatory processes.  It is used for the relief of bruises,
swelling and edema caused by traumatic injuries.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be papinnplam
plus

papiros
PAPIROS, plural of PAPIRO, oriental plant that has a cylindrical cane stem. 2 .  Fold made of the plant of the same



name where it was written in antiquity. 3 .  Figuratively, aged papers, very old or abused.

papita criolla
PAPA CRIOLLA diminutive PAPITA CRIOLLA

papoina
PAPOINE error by PAPAIN papain is a hydrolysis enzyme obtained from the immature fruit Carica papaya.  The papaya
enzyme, papain, plays a major role in participating in the breakdown of strong protein fibers in the digestion, particularly,
of meat

paponín
PAPONON comic book character who, along with Paponina, better explain Easter to the little ones. 

paprica
PAPICRA red paprika.  Red or orange seasoning from some specific types of red paprika, such as ÑORA and PAPIKRA

papucho
DAD'S PAPUCHO, In Chile, cordial and affectionate way to call a man, My little daddy.   . In Peru and Honduras It is
handsome, pleasant In Mexico it is pale, paliducho syncopation

paquetes
PLURAL PACKAGE PACKAGES

para acá
FOR HERE in the sense of rapprochement, to the side here, as opposed to FOR THERE, moving away

para cierto fin
FOR CERTAIN END Expression meaning "with a certain objective", "for some (unknown) reason"

para mañana
FOR TOMORROW for another day, for the future

para q sirve la miscina
WHAT THE MISCINA SERVES : See MICINA Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be 3 micin , micin 50
, micina 200

para que sirve el cítrico pamplimusa
WHAT THE PAMPLIMUSA CITRUS IS FOR.  The name is PAMPELMUSA or PAMPLEMUSA . 

para tontos
FOR TONTOS series of yellow cover books, they easily explain anything from English FOR DUMMIES.  for example,
English for fools, Bridge for fools, Genetics for fools. 



paraceres
PARACERES spelling error by SEEMS , plural of SEEM , personal opinion . 

paraciencia
PARASCIENCE of the Greek para- next to , in the margin; studies and theoretical development that are done outside of
science and the traditional scientific method

parada de carro
CARRO STOP in Chile: reprimand, serious call of service

parada glotal
GLOTTAL STOP cutting off airflow while speaking by closing the glottis

paradojalmente
PARADOJALMENTE strangely and contrary to what is considered true or consistent with the general opinion. 

paradógico
PARADOGIC Spelling Error by PARADOJICO

paradójicamente
PARADICALLY Paradoly, In paradoxical form, which encloses itself a paradox, a saying or a fact contrary to logic.  .

parafrstico
paraphrastic

paraguitas
ParaGUAS Diminutive PARAGUAS PARAGUES .  Paper ornaments that are placed in cocktails that simulate an
umbrella.  2 .  Closed umbrella-shaped candies, sometimes a solid piece and sometimes in the form of sachets
containing small sweet balls.

paraiso fiscal
FISCAL PARADISE Place where capital investments made by foreigners are free or almost tax-free to equity.  They are
usually small islands

parajurídica
PARAJUID of the para- prefix meaning similar to , as in paramilitary, paraphrase and paradox.  AND LEGAL concerning
the judiciary.  It is, therefore, related to the simulated institution, acts in place of laws and the conventional legal order. 

paralelepido
PARALLEL error byPARALEPIPED , 6-sided geometric body, whose opposites are equal and parallel

paralizarse mentalmente
PARALIZING MENTALLY Lock, blank mind.



paramovia
PARAMOVIA transcription error by PARAMOVÍA glylic of the imperfect past tense of the indicative mode of the verb
PARAMOVER

parangari
PARANGARI in Michoacàn, Mexico of tarasca, table because the first settlers of San Juan viejo founded San Juan de
Parangaricutirimícuaro on the Purépecha plateau, which was destroyed, along with the town of Paricutín, by the eruption
of the Paracutín volcano in 1943. 

parannóico angustiado
PARANOIC ANGUSTIADO Paranoic is the one who suffers from mental disorder typified by systematic and presistent
delusions over time.  Anguished is a state of inner suffering characterized by an oppressive fear (on the chest) without a
justifiable cause.  Anguished paranoid is the alliance of both ailments in the same person.  Some synonyms, similar
words or expressions may be paranoia, mental insanity, disturbed mental, scratched

parapetados
PARAPETADOS past, plural, participle of the verb PARAPETARSE , protect yourself behind a wall, defense or
PARAPETO . 

parapoeta
PARAPOETA similar, similar to a poet

parapoeta
PARAPOETA similar, similar to a poet

parar bola
STOP FIBS Give attention, pay attention, look at someone, take an interest.  In Chile give ball, pay attention to what is
said : Hey, give me ball and don't look at that mine! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may include giving
ball, paying attention, taking care, lending an ear, warming up with someone

paratriatleta
PARATRIATHLETE Athlete with some type of disability who competes in the discipline of triathlon.  Like normal
competition, it consists of three disciplines: open water swimming, road cycling, and running. 

parágoge
PARAGOGE literary figure belonging to group 1 [DIC FIGURES subgroup 1 . 1 transformation figures or metaplasm ,
which has the following 16 figures : 1 . 1 . 1 anagram , 1 . 1 . 2 apheresis , 1 . 1 . 1 anagram , 1 . 1 . 2 apheresis , 1 . 1 .
1 anagram , 1 . 1 . 2 apheresis , 1 . 1 . 3 .  syncopation, 1. 1 . 4 apocope, 1. 1 . 5 batlogy, 1. 1 . 6 prosthetics, 1. 1 . 7
epintesis , 1 . 1 . 8 paragoge consisting of the addition of one or nas letters at the end of a word : fraque, by frac.  1 . 1 .
9 diastole, 1. 1 . 10 follow him, 1. 1 . 11 dialefa, 1. 1 . 12 syneresis, 1. 1 . 13 .  synaleph, 1. 1 . 14 ecthlipsis, 1. 1 . 15
metases, 1. 1 . 16 barter. 

parcelazo
PARCELAZO in Chile : party of great proportions made on a plot or fifth of recreation, in a place removed from the most
urban area. 



parcialismo
PARCIALISM partiality, an attitude that unfairly favors one party in disarray of another.

pardisima
PARDÍSIMA 1 .  Very brown 2.  In Mexico : Colloquially , it is a spelling error or phonetic deformation by PADRÍSIMO,
something cool, very good, extraordinary. 

pare bolas
STOP BALLS In Colombia Stop and listen! Pay attention Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
attention, pay attention, pay attention

parecidos
LIKES , plural of similar LIKE that is almost equal, but not identical.

paredilla
PAREDILLA diminutive of PARED, wall

pareja
COUPLE 1 .  Two people who are in a stable romantic relationship.  2 .  Two people who make a team.  3 .  Animal
saying : One male and one female 4 .  Saying of children : A man and a woman.  5 .  Said teams : a duo, for example,
the rider and his horse, a yunta or pair of oxen, a pair of dancers.

pareja conyugal
CONJUGAL COUPLE married couple, homo or heterosexual. 

pareja de hombre y mujer
couple of a man and a woman.  Heterosexual couple, as opposed to a gay couple, i.e. male-man or female-woman

parelé
PAREO in Chile: make a strong call for attention

parentalidad
PARENTALITY Exercise the skills of father and mother to educate children. 

pargel
PARGEL 1 .  Innovative protein produced from native colagenic raw materials 2 .  Common name of a Mediterranean
fish

parina
PARINA of the aymara parina, flamenco and flamenco pariwana quechua.

parina grande
PARINA GRANDE Phoenicoparrus andinus in Chile: Chilean flamingo, from 1, 10 to 1, 20 m tall, white fur, nuanced with



a light pink, more intense on the front and neck.  It lives in southern Peru, northwestern Argentina and northern Chile, to
Chañaral, preferably in brackish lagoons from 2300 to 4500 meters.    It feeds on phytoplankton (diatoms or
single-celled algae) and zooplankton.  The beak contains lamlae, interior structures that filter the food that lives in the
mud of lagoons and high Andean lakes.  When its beak is filled with water and expelled with its tongue, the food is
retained in the tongue. 

parizon
PARIZON orthographic error by PARIZON, little used, calving, giving birth, birth of a placental mammal and the woman,
consisting of the expulsion out of her body of the fetus from the uterus of the female. 

parlamento europeo
JOINT EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT of 705 legislators that make up the Chamber of Deputies of the European
Community of Nations (27 countries in 2021).  They are elected by almost 500 million people. 

parómetro
PAROMETER stop or para is a suffix meaning paririr produce as in multiparous , ovípara .  Also as a prefix, as in
paótidas, saliva-producing glands.  A stopwatch would be a device intended to measure the production (of a machine or
something).  Another plausible alternative is that it is an error by BAROMETER, device oara nedir the atmospheric
pressure. 

parque infantil
PLAYGROUND open recreation area containing greenery, walking areas and a children's play area with swings,
trampolines, slides, exercise machines and other fihos or mobile elements of high resistance for children's fun. 

parqueria
PARKING spelling error by PARQUERIA, English parking parking, place to park

parquetazo
PARQUETAZO in Spain: This is the name given to the hasty call made in December 2000, in which science and
technology parks received aid in the form of reimbursable advances from the Ministry of Science and Technology, and
should begin in 2004 to return the 189 million euros for the construction of infrastructures and acquisition of scientific
and technical equipment. 

parquizado
PARQUIZADO term popularized on Pinterest, siginifica hermoseado , embellished , adorned , decorated .  It comes
from turning a grove into a professionally designed park (lansdscaped park, garden) 

parquizar
PARKING In Argentina and Uruguay: legal term that means to convert a land into a green area, in particular a park or a
garden. 

parrandas
PARRANDA Bustling revelry, boisterous party with drink and debauchery

parrandon



PARRANDON spelling error by PARRANDON 

parricidas y matricidas
PARRICIDA Concerning a parricide.  Person who commits a parricide, that is, that kills some ancestor (father, mother,
grandfather), descendant or spouse. MATRICIDA Person who commits matricicide, that is, who kills his mother.
FEMICIDA Person who commits femicide, new legislative concept, to maximize penalties against the man who kills his
partner, ex-partner, wife or co-livedMAGNICIDA Person who commits a murder, that is, who murders a head of state or
a ruler. FILICIDA Person who commits a filicide, that is, who kills a child own HOMICIDA Person who commits homicide,
that is, who murders another person.

parrilleta
SPANISH PARRILLETA Restaurant where fundamental dishes are sold based on barbecues.

parroquianos
PARROQUIANO plural PARROQUIANOS , which resides in a parish 2 .  Person who usually go to a tavern or shop

parsley
PARSLEY Parsley Parsley Anglilicism . 

parte de algo
 ( SER )  PART OF SOMETHING belong to, constitute or collaborate with (something): it is part of the allied army. 

parte de atrás
BACK SECTION BACK ( of something or someone ) 

partes de la division
Parts of the division The mathematical or arithmetic operation called division consists of determining the number of
times the operand calling dividend contains the operand called the divider.  That resulting number is called a quotient or
result.  The surplus that does not become an entire part is called rest.  The three elements mentioned constitute the
parts of the division.

participantes
PARTICIPANTS plural of PARTICIPANT, who participates, who is part (of an action, a group) 

particularidades
Particularity.  Attribute or feature that makes something or someone different from their peers.

partido de alquiler
RENTAL MATCH This expression does not make sense.  It seems to be a mixture of terms, starting from "Party of the
Coast, rent.  .  . "which is a place in East Coast, Mar del Plata, Argentina

partido político
POLITICAL PARTY Entity with legal personality that concentrates members of the same ideology and that organize to
represent and defend these interests in the government of a democratic and representative nation.  Because of how the



Jacobins and Gironians sat in the French parliament during the French Revolution, the right, or right-wing, and left-wing,
or leftist parties are distinguished.  The least extremists are the center parties.  The parties select their candidates for
public office elections, such as senators, deputies, mayors, governors and councillors, who are then voted for by the
citizenry.  Candidates who do not belong to any political party are called independent.

partido popular
POPULAR PARTY another term already defined and that the dictionary does not register.  Given the work it meant to do
so, this time I will only say that it is a Spanish center-right political party founded by Fraga in 1989. 

partido socialdemócrata
SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY ointment entity whose principles are based on having a society governed by a
democratic, popular and paticipative system, but from a distributive policy of wealth among all

parto repetido
REPEATED CHILDBIRTH in figurative form : rebirth (of a company, organization) 

party animal
PARTY ANIMAL anglilicism meaning PARTY ANIMAL, or party animal.  Video game of 2020, where you can fight
puppies, kittens and other furry creatures, or against other friends or enemies. 

party boat
PARTY BOAT anglilicism by BOTE DE FIESTAS; catamaran where parties are organized in whose covers young
tourists enjoy a time of fun while consuming alcohol and drugs. 

paruresis
PARURESIS Urination disorder, which covers a wide spectrum, from the greatest delay to urinate, to incomplete
urination, to the absolute imposibilad of CALDEAR. 

parvenu parvenue
PARVENU PARVENUE galicism by ADVENEDIZO , which has arrived recently, appeared 2 .  New rich

parvus
PARVUS 1 .  Surname of Alexander EPARVUS Belarusian revolutionary Jew, who was born in 1867 and was a friend of
Lenín, whom he ordered to publish a revolutionary journal called Iskra.  He emigrated to Germany, where he shared with
Lenin again and devoted himself to economics and writing about politics.  2 .  From Latin parvus, nominative, masc
meaning small, scarce, insignificant, young.  3 .  Name of some children's gardens, such as Parvus, Ovalle, Limarí,
Coquimbo region in northern Chile

pasacalles
PASACALLES Canvas or fabric that crosses complete and perpendicularmetes a street or avenue, at a height such that
it does not stop with buses and trucks.  Its extension is much greater than its height.

pasacalles
PASACALLES Canvas or fabric that crosses complete and perpendicularmetes a street or avenue, at a height such that
it does not stop with buses and trucks.  Its extension is much greater than its height.



pasados
PLURAL PASTS of PAST, which is very mature

pasajes mas relevantes de la biblia
MOST RELEVANT PASSAGES OF THE BIBLE A passage is part of a text that describes events.  Then it is about the
most important events that are narrated in the Bible, such as the departure of the Jews from Egypt, the creation of the
Universe, the story of Job and the whale. 

pasapalos
PASAPALOS cocktail food that has the characteristic of being served with a toothpick or skewer, which passes through
it and allows to hold and serve it without getting your fingers dirty.  .

pasar gato por liebre
PASS CAT BY LIEBRE Cheat, try to put the mule in.  A metaphorical figure in which you try to sell, exchange or assign
a less valuable thing for one that is worth much more.

pasar gatos por liebres
PASS CATS BY CHEATING HARES.  Allegory to an alleged sale of hare meat, listed, when in fact it is cat, similar but
worthless. 

pasar inadvertido
PASS INADVERTED to happen something without being noticed 2 .  Being or dispatching a person through a place
without anyone detecting them. 

pasar la brocha
SPEND THE BRUSH in Costa Rica and other countries: do something to ingratiate yourself with someone else.  2 . 
flattering, pleasing, ingratiating oneself, especially with the boss

pasar por duelos
PASS BY PLURAL DUELS TO PASS BY DUELO .  Suffer the penalty of losing a loved one.  It may refer to a real fact or
also to the loss of love of a loved one.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be going through grief, be
grieving

pasarse de lanzas
PASS FROM LANCES take advantage of a situation incorrectly, get out of the way.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be to go too smart, take advantage of panic

pasarse películas
SPEND MOVIES imagine idyllic situations, impossible in reality

pasarse rollo
PASS ROLLO Colloquial expression that is equivalent to creating false expectations, illusion

pascalina



PASCALINA machine based on gears that allowed to add mechanically, invented by the French mathematician Blaise
Pascal in 1642.  First he called it an arithmetic machine, then a pascaline machine and finally a pascaline machine. 

pasivo homosexual
HOMOSEXUAL HOMOSEXUAL PASSIVE man who likes to be penetrated by another, as opposed to the active, who
likes to penetrate his partner.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be under

pasivos
PASSIVES in accounting are debt accounts, accounts payable and others. 2 .   In sociology : and psychology actors
who do not take the initiative and are reactive or neutral.  3 .  Homosexuals who like to be penetrated.  Also called
bottom ( below ) 

pasley
PASLEY spelling error by PARSLEY , parsley

paso sin ver
STEP WITHOUT SEEing Poker Game Expression, where a player decides to abandon the envite and surrender without
paying to see the cards with which they have defeated him

passed out
PASSED OUT literally, fainted, colloquially, unconscious, asleep by exhaustion or by alcohol.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be dismay, faint, lose consciousness

pasta sintética
SYNTHETIC PASTE 1.  chemical product for DIY, mechanical and other work.  They emphasize the mounting paste,
lubricating paste, polishing paste and the antigripante paste.  2 .  base paste is a (highly toxic) derivative of cocaine,
which affects the central nervous system.  The version of the drug produced entirely in the laboratory is called synthetic. 

pastelito de gloria
GLORIA PASTELITO in Anadalucía , Spain : typical Christmas sweet made with marzipan and stuffed with sweet potato
or sweet potato

pastenaca
PASTENACA in Argentina : del lunfardo 1 .  Silly, dumb, foolish, stupid.  2 .  Person who gets high with pills or tablets. 

pastera
PASTERA 1 .  Good person for pastas 2.  Who is a consumer of cocaine or base paste

pastiches
PASTICHES, plural of PASTICHE, artistic work that imitates another author, used especially in literature. Sometimes it's
to honor him and sometimes to pretend to be original.

pastisset
PASTISSET in Spain : sweet dumplings made in Aragon, Caraluña and the Valencian Community. 



pastizales
PASTURES plural of PASTURE, land with pastures, weeds and herbs that usually serve as food for livestock

pata de efefante
EFEFANTE LEG error by ELEPHANT LEG

pata de elefante
PATA DE ELEFANTE beaucarnea recurvata is an original and elegant indoor plant native to the southern desert of
Mexico.  It is a succulent plant, which accumulates water in its trunk and comes to form almost a sphere at its base,
which makes it exotic and interesting.   .  2 .  Trousers or cut jeans that are extended towards the ankle.   As they are
two legs is used more ELEPHANT LEGS

pataba
PATABA OENOCARPUS BATAUA , spelling mistake by PATABÁ, plant of the palm family. 

patas de elefante
ELEPHANT LEGS pants whose legs suffer widening as it descends, being wider in the last stretch Not to be confused
with the ELEPHANT LEG plant

patas negras
BLACK PAWS in Chile : in the coal zone of Lota and Schwager the miners went to the coal mines and then came the
black legs, with their bototos with coal, to attend to the lonely wife.  This spread to rural areas and in harvest times many
girls were taken to the river or forest; 9 months later it was said that he had passed the trauco, mythological character,
or the black paw. 

patata suflé
SUF- POTATO inflated potatoes from 19th-century French cuisine.  Its name derives from the French soufflé, inflated.  
They are sheets of potatoes, dried to remove the exhumed starch.  They are then simmered in a frying pan and when
ready they are instantly passed to another frying pan with live-heated oil, which inflates them. 

patialegre
PATIALEGRE : in Colombia : promiscuous woman . 

patiana
PATIANO , To miniature cattle.  Farmers select the lower-rise animals and create a proportionate but smaller breed

paticerradas
PATICERRADAS plural of PATICERRADA, woman who is reluctant to have sexual intercourse. Textually, joint legs. 2.
A person who has a bone desease that distorts leg bones making them too narrow.

patinadora
PATINADORA street whore. Some 120 years ago there was a park zone  in Santiago, near Estación Mapocho where
girls went to skate. After some decades it became a place where women walked to get clients, so they were also named
patinadoras, spanish fem. for skater, The name became popular in XX  century



patiolar
PATIOLAR Patio lar, patio of the house.  ( I assume )

pato aguja
PATO NEEDLE Large long-necked tropical bird, one of the best swimming birds out there.  You can live long periods
underwater while hunting fish, which you can devour with one sitting.

patologizacion
PATOLOGIZATION spelling error by PATOLOGIZATION

patologización
PATOLOGIZATION neologism for giving something the character of disease or pathology

patologizarse
PATOLOGIZARSE to feel frequently sick without being sick

patoterismo
PATOTERISM Gang Bully Behavior

patraquiado
PATRAQUIADO deceived, probably stolen phonetic distortion of, scolding, lying, ramming, deception, big and
complicated falsehood

patriarcas
PATRIARCHS pl .  by PATRIARCA

patrigarca
PATRIGARCA PATRIARCA , male authority that constitutes a PATRIARCADO or government of a society governed by
a male

patriotas
PATRIOTA Plural PATRIOTS Person who deeply respects your homeland or performs an act of patriotism.

patujú
PATUJÚ national flower of Bolivia, along with the katunta flower, which served to design the "flag patujú", white
background with the flower that has on its leaves the 3 patriotic colors : green, yellow and red. 

pauperino
PAUPERINO error by PAUPÉRRIMO , very poor , miserly

paupérrimas
PAUPERMAS f .  and plural of PauRRMO Very.  extreme poverty



payachis
PAYACHIS Mexicanism, contraction of clown and mariachis, singers who mix humor with tonadas. 

payandé
PAYAND tree and shrub common in the department of Cundinamarca, on the banks of the Macaw River, today
Magdalena, grows there wild the payandé, herbaceous rose of the papilionaceae family, so named because its flowers
are butterfly (from French PAPILLON, butterfly).  It grows, however, on the Pacific coasts, from California to Colombia to
Venezuela.  Popularly it is known as guamúchil, a word from the Nahuatl language, cuamochitl.  It has been exported to
Sudan, Tanzania and other areas of Tropical Africa, Florida, Cuba, Jamaica, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Saint Croix.  2 .  In
Peru : Song of the time of slavery, which is still sung today, together with A la Molina.  It reads: "I was born on the
beaches of Magdalena Under the shadow of a clown as my mother was black slave I also branded it"3.  City in Tolima,
Colombia.   Payandé is a sanctuary place of the most varied and special species of tropical birds, very extensive to list
here. 

payandé guamúchil
PAYAND GUAM-CHIL two queries in one, as PAYAND is a correction of Ibagué in Tolima, Colombia.  GUAM-CHIL is a
city in the state of Sinaloa, Mexico. 

payaquis
PAYAQUIS inhabitants of the PAYAQUÍ kingdom, originally from Mexico, and who populated part of Central America,
today Honduras (COPÁN), Guatemala (CHIQUIMULA) and El Salvador (METAPÁN, Chalatenango).  The kingdom of
Payaquí was also called Huey Tlato which means The Great.  The kingdom of Payaqui had great influence, it was the
reference for the region From various places came the other tribes settled in the area to receive from King C? ?catl
Topiltzín Axcitl or Nacxit, the venia of authority. 

payout
PAYOUT financial term equivalent to the percentage of a company's profits that go to the payment of dividends, i.e.
Dividends/Net Earnings×100

paz mental
PEACE OF MIND tranquility of spirit, lack of anxiety, tranquility

página rosa
ROSE PAGE page dedicated to the romantic or sentimental thing, whether novel or documentary and showman. 

página virtual
WEBSITE Website

pájaros
BIRD Plural BIRDS 1 .  Small bird flying 2.  Pene 3 Costa Rica , Cuba , Ecuador , R .  Dominican Republic and Panama
: gay man 4 .  In cycling, sudden slums that prevents you from keeping up with the running pace. 

pásamelo
STOP ITMEal pronominal third-person mido mido from the imperative mode of the verb pass .



peak
PEAK anglilicism by PUNTA , MAXIMO

peak power plant
PEAK POWER PLANT anglicism by point plant of maximum power . Power supply plant that is only activated in periods
of high demand for electrical power.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be peaking power plant, peaker
plant, peaker, peak demand plant, high demand generator

pecheros
PECHEROS plural of PECHERO Babero, a piece of gender that is placed tied to babies' neck before eating.  2
Oversized napkin that is placed on the chest to eat lobster, a little for protection and another by show.

pechito
Pechito.  Colloquial way of referring to one's own person.  In strict rigor, diminutive of breast.

pechote
PECHOTE in Chile : colloquially, chest.  Figuratively, person : "This breast" is me. 

pecoson
PECOSON (and not pecoson) Quite freckles, which has many freckles on the face.

pedaleando la bicicleta
PEDALING THE BICYCLE Go kicking forward debts with borrowed or other silver.  Cashiers, fundraisers and bank
employees use third-party money with a view to returning it later and they cycle the debt, but most of the time things end
badly.

pedarquia
PEDARQUIA Children's Government .

pedecana
PEDECANA from portuguese PE DE CANA, gray feet, white feet.  There is a football club, a restaurant, blogs on
facebook, messenger, @pedecana on instagram, a bar and pub Pedecana Boteco in S?o Lorenzo, Rio Grande do Sur,
Brazil (good fish) 

pedecano
PEDECANO twitter user whose address is @PeDeCano, that is, probably corresponds to a Brazilian embu das Artes, in
Sao Paulo, named P. D.  hoary

pedilona
PEDILON , A In Peru and Venezuela Pedigueeño

pedir el chiquito
ASKING FOR THE LITTLE one the little one is synonymous with anus, particularly that of the woman, having anal sex



pedir en matrimonio
ASK IN MARRIAGE to request someone's hand to marry her.  Formerly this request is made by the male to the parents
of the woman or girl. 

pedir la lina
ORDER THE LINA.  .  . Spelling error by ASKING THE MOON .  See ASK THE MOON

pedir peras ala olmo
ORDER ELM PERAS (and DO NOT ORDER ELM ALA PERAS) .  Expression to indicate that what is being attempted is
lost time, of an absolute impossibility, such as that from an elm you could get pears.

pedofido
PEDOFIDO spelling error by PEDÓFILO person who likes to have sexual interactions with children. 

pedrones
PEDRONES plural of PEDRON , augmentative of PIEDRA

pedróloga
PEDROLOGIST f .  of PEDROLOGIST, Person who sees the future of another reading what they tell him small stones
that he throws like dice. 

pedrólogo
PEDRÓLOGO Person who can supposedly predict the future with stones

pedrón
PEDRÓN 1 Augmentative stone 2 .  Votive ara of Roman times, dedicated to Neptune, and where, according to
radiation, the stone boat from Jerusalem was docked, with the body of the Apostle. 

peel-off
PEEL-PFF anglilicism by peeling, pulling the skin out (to a chicken, fruit, vegetables) 

peer to peer
English PEER TO PEER, dock-to-dock, type of port-to-direct port connectivity between two computers or terminals,
without one acting as the server of the other.  2 .  In the commercial field, peer interaction, without subordination, with
mutual commercial benefit.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be port-to-port, node-to-node, p2p

pegar cuerno
PEGAR CUERNO In Puerto Rico and Dominican Republic It is a deformation of the expression used throughout Latin
America Sticking it on the horns, hitting it in the cachos.  Being unfaithful the woman to the man, who has extended
himself to the reverse case.   The man is supposed to be a cuckold and he gets horns or horns when his partner is
unfaithful to him.

pegar el freno
PASTE THE BRAKE put your foot on the braking pedal.  It's really about STICKING THE FOOT ON THE BRAKE. 



Brake sharply. 

pegau
PEGAU municipality of Leipzig district at the western end of the state of Saxony, Germany.  He's 48. 8 km2 and a
population of approximately 2020 of 6500 inhabitants. 

pegging
PEGGING Anal penetration of a man by a woman, by means of a strapon

peinate
Look you

pejivalle
PEJIVALLE Bactris gasipaes Kunth plant of the family of arecaceae (palms), up to 20 meters high, native to the tropical
and subtropical regions of America.  2 fruit of a volume similar to a small avocado, and pulp similar to persimmon,
astringent and of intense orange color due to vitamin A and beta-carotene.  It is good for diabetics because it has no
sugar.  Also for hypertensive . 

pekín
BEIJING capital of China , today sometimes called BEIJING at the wish of the Chinese authorities .  It began to be used
from the late twentieth century.  And it became more common since the 2008 Olympics.  Beijing is the way to write it as
a result of the transcription of the Chinese postal system.  Pequín was also occasionally used.  In English Peking was
used. 

pelao cuiliado
PELAO CULIADO (and not PELAO CUILIADO) in Chile : vulgarism that figuratively insults accusing homosexual bald,
but in reality it is about showing a deep contempt for the

peleadores
PELEADOREES pl .  of fighter , fighter

peleados
Plural fighting FIGHTS, participle of the verb FIGHT, dislike, fight

peleoncito
DIminutive PELEONCITO of PELEON or PELEONERO conflicting person . 

pelicosaurio
PELIICOSAURIO group of more primitive therapsid reptiles, distantly related to mammals, which lived in the
Carboniferous and Permian periods

pelicosaurios
PELIICOSAURIOS plural of PELIICOSAURIO



película de amor
LOVE MOVIE whose plot is essentially romantic, as opposed to those that are horror, adventure, dramatic, war,
comedies, historical or documentary

películas
MOVIES pl .  from MOVIE , 1 . film , 2 . thin layer 3 .  Figuratively, PASSING MOVIES, imagining things that are too
unreal or unlikely to happen: movies are spent believing that Shakira will leave Nelson Piquet for him.  He's crazy to tie

pellicia
PELLICIA from Italian PELLICCIA , leather

pellisca bombillas
PELLISQUE BULBS MISSPELLING BY PINCH BULBS , BE ABSOLUTELY SILLY

pellizcadas
PELLIZCADAS plural, feminine, past participle of the verb PELLIZCAR, grab with the thumb and another finger a small
piece of skin and press it or bury its nails to produce pain.

pelolais
PELOLAIS In Chile : urban tribe of women who tend to follow the stereotype of blonde beauty, thin, tall, and
fundamentally, with a smooth hair of worship. 

pelos
PELO PELOS plural hair

pelota de goma
RUBBER BALL ball spherical or ovoidal ball, made of synthetic material or rubber derivative, usually hollow inside,
allowing its flexible surface to sink and bounce.  There are also some solid and soft ones, such as those used for
relaxation. 

pelotitas
Diminutive and plural ball BALLS. 

peludos o cachicamos
PELUDOS OR CACHICAMOS , plural of CACHICAMO or ARMADILLO animal of the llanos region in Colombia and
Venezuela, In Argentina, Chile and Brazil are called piche, In areas where Quechua is spoken or spoken are called
quirquincho (from quechua kirkinchi).  In Argentina, Chile, Colombia and Uruguay are also called hairy.

pendeciero
PENDENCIERO Relative to pendenences .  Said of a person : That you like to participate in fights, verbal or physical,
but rather of the latter.  Someone who goes easily into the hands.

pendejadas
PENDEJADAS plural de PENDEJADA, ridiculousness, nonsense, lesera , nimiedad



penderjo
PENDERJO Spelling Error by PENDEJO , 1 .  Pubic Hair 2 .  brat, you boy, immature boy 3.  Derogatory to point to a
person of little value, unimportant or despicable. 

pendón
PENDON Printed or sewn fabric representing any distinctive, advertising or informative signage.  The characteristic with
respect to a canvas is that its presentation is vertical as are the banners of armed bodies, for example.  The fabric is
therefore much longer than wide, but extends vertically.

pendón banderín gallardete
GALLARDETE BANDRON THESE types of advertising or distinctive fabrics.  See PENDN FORERN and GALLARDETE


